








Department of Psychology 

Course Outcomes of B.A. Psychology 

 

Introduction to Psychology, Semester- I 

➢ Know about the major Pioneers in the field.  

➢ Know about Psychology, Biological, social and cultural factors influence 

mental processes and behavior. 

➢ Learn to apply Psychological Principles to everyday life. 

➢ To gain a better understanding of the field of Psychology both historic and 

current. 

➢ Students will be able to identify the major fields of study and theoretical 

perspectives Within Psychology and articulate their similarities and differences.  

➢ To become familiar with research methodology commonly used by 

psychologists. 

➢ Students will be able to differentiate between the major Observations, 

correlation, experimental and quasi- experimental designs used by 

developmental psychologists.  

➢ To become familiar with research methodology commonly used by 

psychologist. 

➢ Students will be able to differentiate between the major observational, 

corelational, experimental and quasi- experimental designs used by 

developmental psychologists. 

➢ To become familiar with the biological bases of behavior. 

➢ Students will be able to identify and discuss the biological bases of behavior or 

micro and macro level. 

➢ To develop an understanding of processes involved in learning and cognition. 



➢ Students will be able to articulate the basic principles, major theories and 

research concerning learning and cognition. 

Experimental Psychology, Semester- II 

➢ Students will be able to demonstrate competencies consistent with best 

practices in their discipline. 

➢ Students will demonstrate the ability to think critically, to analyze complex and 

diverse concepts and to use reason and judgment. 

➢ Students differentiate among various subfields of psychology. 

➢ Demonstrate knowledge of ethical principles and limitations of research in 

psychology. 

Social Psychology, Semester- III 

➢ Relate and give knowledge of theory as well as current and past research in 

social psychology to situations in everyday life. 

➢ Predict the outcomes of various social situations through application of social 

psychology principles. 

➢ Relate major concepts and methods of the field to understand interpersonal and 

group relationships. 

➢ Understand why social psychologists are interested in politics. 

➢ Social psychology can help students to better understand society. 

➢ Also helps to know better why people engage with politics and society like 

through social movements protests and activism. 

➢ Help students to know about the importance of groups. 

➢ Discuss the relationship between the person and the situation and its influence 

on attitudes, prejudice, aggression behavior and interpersonal relationships. 



➢ Describe the dynamics of group behavior in the areas of social influence, 

leadership and intergroup relations. 

➢ Apply social psychological principles to real world issues. 

➢ Define social psychology and describe its origin as a separate discipline within 

psychology. 

Development Psychology, Semester-IV 

➢ Students will be able to demonstrate a broad working knowledge of 

developmental psychology by providing an overview of basic principles related 

to biosocial, cognitive and psychosocial changes throughout the entire lifespan. 

➢ Will be able to demonstrate an understanding of different stages of development 

through lifespan. 

➢ Identity and apply developmental concepts to everyday life. 

➢ Demonstrate improved critical thinking and communication skills. 

➢ Students will able to think critically, develop effective communication and learn 

social responsibility. 

➢ Learn and know the signs and symptoms of child abuse and neglect. 

➢ Know about the prenatal developmental and also positive and negative 

outcomes. 

Psychopathology, Semester- V 

➢ Enhance personal and social interactions by using the knowledge of history and 

theories of abnormal behavior. 

➢ Identify and define the characteristics of psychological disorders as presented in 

the DSM. 

➢ Describe the primary treatments for psychological disorders and discuss their 

effectiveness. 



➢ Study methodological issues in the study of abnormal behavior. 

➢ Develop an understanding of social and cultural factors affect the expression of 

psychological disorders. 

➢ Understand the effect of biological factors on the development of psychological 

disorders. 

Applied Psychology, Semester-VI 

➢ To produce effective interpersonal skills who can work in a variety of practical 

settings. 

➢ Enable students to obtain the knowledge and skills necessary for immediate 

employment. 

➢ To provide opportunities for students who wish to apply psychology training to 

employment in business and human service related and also prepare for 

graduation related programs. 

➢ Students will demonstrate basic counseling. 

➢ Students will demonstrate knowledge and understanding of relevant ethical 

issues including general understanding of the APA code of ethics. 

➢ The department’s mission is to engender the kind of student who possesses a 

varied precise and clear understanding of the major concepts, traditions and 

findings within the field of modern psychology. 

 



Department Of Psychology 

      Course Outcomes of M.Sc Psychology 

Research Methods (Sem –I) 
➢ The main objectives of this course is to introduce the basic principles of 

Research Methodology, to discuss in-detail the sampling, data collection, 

analysis of data and report writing, to equip students with skills of various 

methods and techniques for scientific conduct of social science research. 

➢ Develop and design strategy, to conduct research 

➢ Analyse and comprehend research and its application 

➢ On completion of the course the student will be able to understand, 

participate and conduct various steps inovlved in research 

➢ Differential understanding of appropriate techniques to be used in various 

types of scientific research in social sciences 

Fundamentals of Psychology (Sem –I) 
➢ Analyze the importance of the most essential fundamental physiological 

process underlying psychological events 

➢ Explore the various techniques used to examine brain 

➢ tissue and their examination techniques  Understand the structure and 

functions of Nervous system and its governing factor in context to various 

behaviours 

➢ Enables the study and analysis relating to the structure and functions of 

brain cells, glands etc. 

➢ Extensively covers the basic mechanisms of Physiological processes 

involved during learning, memory, ingestion, reproduction and sleep etc.  

Deals with the issues that many physiological psychologists 

➢  consider in understanding how the brain and behaviour interact 

Social Psychology (Sem –I) 

➢ Develop insight and analyze the contribution of social psychologists 

to the understanding of human society. 

➢ Evaluate effective strategies in socialization, group processes 

(both inter and intra-group) and helping behavior. 



➢ Ability to register the progression of theories in major areas in 

Social Psychology.   

➢ Interpret attitude formation and various methods to be used to 

change the attitude.  Understand aspects related to social 

psychology 

Theories and Systems (Sem –I) 

➢ To acquaint the student with a wider (global) history of psychology 

➢ To highlight the dominant concerns of mainstream Euro-American 

psychology. 

➢ To familiarize the student with the basic pre-requisites of any 

knowledgeseeking endeavor.  

➢ To elucidate the major paradigms of psychological knowledge. 

➢  To highlight the contribution of Indian knowledge systems in 

generating a comprehensive system of psychology, one which is 

contemporary in its concerns, and global in its outlook 

Statistics (sem-i) 

➢ Solve applied problems in differential and integral calculus, and 
probability theory. 

➢ Use a variety of statistical software packages to enter and manage 
data, and to calculate and combine descriptive statistical 
parameters. 

➢ Differentiate between various sampling techniques.         

➢ Utilize inferential statistics. 

➢ Calculate test statistics. 

➢ Use various test statistics to assess the significance of a model. 

➢ Utilize regression analysis to construct a predictive model. 

➢ Design and analyze experiments using a variety of techniques. 

➢ Gain entrance into careers as well as in graduate or professional 
school. 



Fundamentals of Psychology (Sem –II) 
➢ Analyze the importance of the most essential fundamental physiological 

process underlying psychological events 

➢ Explore the various techniques used to examine brain 

➢ tissue and their examination techniques  Understand the structure and 

functions of Nervous system and its governing factor in context to various 

behaviours 

➢ Enables the study and analysis relating to the structure and functions of 

brain cells, glands etc. 

➢ Extensively covers the basic mechanisms of Physiological processes 

involved during learning, memory, ingestion, reproduction and sleep etc.  

Deals with the issues that many physiological psychologists 

➢  consider in understanding how the brain and behaviour interact 

Cognitive Psychology (Sem –II) 

➢ Getting theoretically and practically focused on concepts of attention, 

perception, memory, learning, thinking, concept formation, language 

formation.   

➢ Analyze each situation rationally and take decisions better faster 

than others.  Comprehend the role of mental processing in day -to- day 

life for solving problems.  

➢ Identify the building blocks that enable students to identify their 

strengths and weaknesses so that they can further help others in doing 

so Cultivate cognitive skills to understand the mind and behavior. 

➢  Explore and comprehend the concepts, principles and themes• of 

cognitive psychology.   

➢ Facilitate the students to develop the cognitive skills in• themselves 

and others. 

Theories and Systems (Sem –II) 

➢ To acquaint the student with a wider (global) history of psychology 

➢ To highlight the dominant concerns of mainstream Euro-American 

psychology. 

➢ To familiarize the student with the basic pre-requisites of any knowledge 

seeking endeavor.  

➢ To elucidate the major paradigms of psychological knowledge. 



➢  To highlight the contribution of Indian knowledge systems in generating a 

comprehensive system of psychology, one which is contemporary in its 

concerns, and global in its outlook 

Personality (sem-II) 

➢ Illustrate various theories of personality. 

➢ Develop capability to apply knowledge of personality theories for self and 

societal growth 

➢ It enables students to become familiar with the major theories and 

traditions related to the study of personality and personal growth.  

➢ It further enables the student to articulate the underlined themes, 

methodology and assumption of each theory to enhance understanding of 

personality and behaviour. 

➢ the nature and scope of clinical psychology and its linkages 

Research Methods (Sem –II) 

➢ Students will be able to design research, do sampling, data collection and 

report writing 

➢ Develop insight into procedural scientific steps of conducting a research 

➢ Analyse and comprehend research and its applications 

➢ Design and develop the strategy, to conduct research 

Clinical Psychology (Sem –III) 

➢ This course will provide each student with an exposure to crucial aspects 

basic clinical psychology.  

➢ The students would be able to grasp the nature and scope of the domain and 

learn about skills that one needs to inculcate in order to take on clinical 

practice as a profession.  

➢ Knowledge of various mental disorders would also enable them to like 

theory to practice and understand the various issues related to the same.  

➢ Express to other fields of healthcare and management 

➢ Illustrate and analyze ethical  issues in clinical  practice 

Psychological Testing and 

Psychodiagnostics (Sem –iii) 
 



➢ Analyze and apply their understanding of psychological testing.  Interpret 

and assess the role of psychological testing in various settings.   

➢ Effectively synthesize and apply the variations in scales• and tests.   

➢ Recognize the various types of psychological tests   

➢ Organize the various steps in construction of a psychological test   

➢ Review the ethical issues surrounding psychometric evaluation in day to day 

life 

Guidance and Counselling (Sem –III) 

➢ Apply and develop conceptual difference between guidance counseling & 

psychotherapy. 

➢ Develop technique and implication of applied counseling skills in areas of 

practice. 

➢ Evaluate counseling theories & their application to the outside world. 

➢ Classify the role and responsibilities of a professional counselor 

➢ Student will be able to: 

➢ Evaluate various psychotherapies and schools in counselling techniques. 

➢ Develop skills of eclectic therapeutic plans. 

➢ Identify the techniques to practice in the therapy encounter and how those 

techniques should be implemented with a variety of disorders and 

psychosocial issues 

Child Psychology (Sem –III) 

➢ Understands the basic concepts of child psychology 

➢ List the methods used in child psychology 

➢ Explain the stages of child development. 

➢ Evaluates the developmental characteristics of the first childhood period 

➢ Evaluates the developmental characteristics of infancy period 

Industrial/Organisational Psychology (Sem-III) 

➢ Students will be able to describe concepts of psychology in the process of 

manpower training. 

➢ Design training & development process of an organizations, 

➢ apply various methods in organizational setting 

➢ The goal of this course is to understand how psychological principal 

improve efficiency and quality of employee life 



➢ Students gain knowledge about the history of I/O psychology, job analysis, 

motivation, leadership, job satisfaction, work stress and health. 

Psychological Testing and Psychodiagnostics 

(Sem –Iv) 

 

➢ Analyze and apply their understanding of psychological testing.  

Interpret and assess the role of psychological testing in various 

settings.   

➢ Effectively synthesize and apply the variations in scales• and tests.   

➢ Recognize the various types of psychological tests   

➢ Organize the various steps in construction of a psychological test   

➢ Review the ethical issues surrounding psychometric evaluation in day 

to day life 

Clinical Psychology (Sem –IV) 

➢ This course will provide each student with an exposure to crucial aspects 

basic clinical psychology.  

➢ The students would be able to grasp the nature and scope of the domain and 

learn about skills that one needs to inculcate in order to take on clinical 

practice as a profession.  

➢ Knowledge of various mental disorders would also enable them to like 

theory to practice and understand the various issues related to the same.  

➢ Express to other fields of healthcare and management 

➢ Illustrate and analyze ethical  issues in clinical  practice 

Guidance and Counselling (Sem –IV) 

➢ Apply and develop conceptual difference between guidance 

counseling & psychotherapy. 

➢ Develop technique and implication of applied counseling skills in 

areas of practice. 

➢ Evaluate counseling theories & their application to the outside 

world. 

➢ Classify the role and responsibilities of a professional counselor 



➢ Student will be able to: 

➢ Evaluate various psychotherapies and schools in counselling techniques. 

➢ Develop skills of eclectic therapeutic plans. 

➢ Identify the techniques to practice in the therapy encounter and how those 

techniques should be implemented with a variety of disorders and 

psychosocial issues 

➢ Evaluates the developmental characteristics of the last childhood period 

➢ Explains the theories of child development. 

Child Psychology (Sem –IV) 

➢ Understands the basic concepts of child psychology 

➢ List the methods used in child psychology 

➢ Explain the stages of child development. 

➢ Evaluates the developmental characteristics of the first childhood period 

➢ Evaluates the developmental characteristics of infancy period 

➢ Evaluates the developmental characteristics of the last childhood period 

➢ Explains the theories of child development. 

Industrial/Organisational Psychology-I, (Sem-III) 

➢ Students will be able to describe concepts of psychology in the process of 

manpower training. 

➢ Design training & development process of an organizations, 

➢ apply various methods in organizational setting 

➢ The goal of this course is to understand how psychological principal 

improve efficiency and quality of employee life 

➢ Students gain knowledge about the history of I/O psychology, job analysis, 

motivation, leadership, job satisfaction, work stress and health. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

      DEPARTMENT OF SANSKRIT 
                            Programme and course Outcomes of Sanskrit 

 

Programme Outcomes: 

Sanskrit is a very rich language of language group. Sanskrit is a medium to know about ancient Indian history, 

culture, religion, social life through its text. The academic programme of general degree courses are designed not 

only professional skill but also develop a deep understanding on rich heritage and dynamic prevalent scenario of 

India through various Sanskrit texts. 

➢ To make them eligible for higher education. 

➢ Develop research aptitude and independent thinking. 

➢ Develop a strong concept of ancient Indian history, philosophy and literature. 

➢ Enhance communication skills-Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing. 

➢ Students will be able to write Devnagari scripts which provide them paleographical knowledge to read 

out the script of modern languages like Hindi etc. 

➢ Students will demonstrate the skill to participate in conversation that builds knowledge with 

collaboration. 

➢ Reasonable understanding of multi-disciplinary relevance of literature of Sanskrit like Veda, Philosophy, 

Grammar, Kavya, Dharamshastra etc. 

After becoming graduate students can apply in the field of UPSE, HCS etc. And also after post-graduation they 

can apply against teaching posts in schools, colleges and other educational institutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Course Outcomes:  

 

In Sanskrit Department have many courses. These are following:- 

B.A (Elective). 

BSC compalsary. 

M.A Sanskrit . 

After completion of these course students will have following opportunities and skills:- 

 

➢ Students will be able to know not only ancient literature and their classification but also modern Sanskrit 

literature. 

➢ Students would know about the Vedic mantras and their applications, Vedic grammar, Socio-cultural life and 

literary criticism. They will also know Nation and Nationalism through Sanskrit literature. 

➢ Through Gita and Upanishada they will be able to manage their cognition, emotive apparatus, confusion, 

conflict of mind and also develop their personality. 

➢ Ayurveda and Vedic Mathematics will help them to know the Indian Medical and Mathematics tradition. 

➢ The students will able to learn the Yoga and its concepts, features etc. 

➢ The students would learn about the ancient Indian Educational system and Politic concepts through the text of 

Dharmasastra and Arthasastra. 

➢ Grammar is very important part of this language for the making of sentences, to know appropriate meaning of 

texts, oral communication and perfection. Grammar is the only way to know this language well. 

➢ Linguistics should also help them to know the source of this language and the relation between other 

languages. 

➢ The students would know about the historical importance of Indian Epigraphy, Paleography, Chronology, 

Inscriptions and Manuscripts. 

➢ The students will gain the knowledge of Indian Philosophy, Religion, Culture and tradition. With the help of 

this knowledge they could relate the philosophical theory in practical life. 



                    DEPARTMENT OF SANSKRIT  

                         Learning Outcomes 

इस महाविद्यालय में गुरु जम्भेश्िर विज्ञान एिं प्रौद्योगगकी विश्िविद्यालय द्िारा 

ननर्ााररत पाठ्यक्रम के अनुसार संस्कृत स्नातकोत्तर शे्रणी का अध्ययन- अध्यापन 

होता है। आरु्ननक प्रणाली के द्िारा िेद, व्याकरण, दर्ान, र्मार्ास्र, पालल-प्राकृत 

साहहत्य, काव्यर्ास्र सहहत विर्ेष रूप से साहहत्य का अध्ययन ककया जाता है। 

छारों में ननहहत बहुमुखी योग्यता, कौर्लों, रचनात्मकता के संिर्ान हेतु संस्कृत 

साहहत्य पररषद् द्िारा संिाद-गोष्ठी, संस्कृत सम्भाषण लर्विर, संस्कृत-सप्ताह, 

संस्कृत- प्रश्नोत्तरी आहद पाठ्य सहगामी कक्रयाओं का यथासमय आयोजन ककया 

जाता है। ननिःशे्रयस ्एिं लौककक अभ्युदय को प्राप्त कराने िाली देििाणी के 

अध्ययन से ही भारतीय संस्कृनत, साहहत्य एिं समाज का मौललक ज्ञान सम्भि है। 

इसके समदृ्र् िाङ्गय के अनुर्ीलन से सच्चाररत्र्य, सदाचार, मानिीय मूल्यों, 

नैनतक तत्त्िों, परस्पर सद्भाि, समभाि एिं विश्िबन्रु्त्ि की उपादेय भािना 

विकलसत होती है। 

काव्यर्ास्र के अध्ययन द्िारा काव्यतत्त्िों की समीक्षा एिं सजानात्मकता का 

विकास होता है। र्ोर्, अनुभि एिं विविर् र्ैक्षणणक उपलब्धर्यों से सम्पन्न कुर्ल 

प्राध्यापकों के ननदेर्न में अध्ययन करने िाले छार राष्रीय, प्रांतीय, 



विश्िविद्यालयीय एिं अन्य प्रनतयोगी परीक्षाओं में उत्कृष्ट सफलता प्राप्त कर रहे 

हैं। 

संस्कृत के अध्ययन से र्धद-िैभि में अलभिदृ्गर्, र्ुद्र् एिम ्स्पष्ट उच्चारण, 

भावषक योग्यता का विकास, अलभनि र्धदननमााण की क्षमता, विषय को सरसता 

एिं रमणीयता पूिाक प्रस्तुत करने की र्ैली का संिर्ान होता है, ब्जससे अध्यापक-

प्राध्यापक, र्मालर्क्षक, योगाचाया, कायाक्रम उ द्घोषक, भाषानुिादक, समाचार-िाचक, 

राजभाषा अगर्कारी, आयुिेहदक गचककत्सक, पुरोहहत आहद सम्माननीय पदों पर 

सहजतापूिाक आजीविका प्राप्त कर लेते हैं। 

 



PROGRAM OUTCOMES OF B.A. HISTORY

Programme Objective of Program/ Outcome expected

B.A. History Demonstrate knowledge of the chronology, narrative, major events, 

personalities and turning points of the history of the India.

Provide multi-causal explanations of major historical developments 

based on a contextualized analysis of Modern World History

The expected outcome is to provide students with a sense of how 

interconnected our present is with the past and how learning about the 

past provides them with the skills to understand the present. The idea is 

to equip the student so that their ability to think and analyze is enhanced 

also, they develop good research oriented perspective.

By analyzing relationships between the past and the present students will

understand the social, political, religious and economic conditions of the 

people. She/he will be capable of leading and participating in discussion.

HOD History                                                                                    Principal



COURSE OUTCOMES OF B.A. HISTORY

The History Programme is organised to provide the greatest flexibility to its students.
There are Core Disciplinary papers that provide the fundamental knowledge in the
discipline of history and in the study of the History of India and the World. The
programme is otherwise envisaged to provide a large amount of choice so that
students can tailor their education on the basis of their interests. These provide not
just skills in history but also vital skills in other disciplines. At a general level, our
courses are structured with the objective of giving requisite information about
different aspects of the past to students, to teach them how to parse this information,
instruct them on how historians research, frame an argument and debate details that
have significance to how we understand the past and the present. The expected
outcome is to provide students with a sense of how interconnected our present is
with the past and how learning about the past provides them with the skills to
understand the present. It is expected that on completion of the course students
would have to acquire the skills of critical thinking, rational enquiry, effective
communication, and exploring the relationship between past, present and
historiography.

History of Ancient India in Semester –I

   Learning Outcomes: After completing the course the students will be able to:
• Discuss the landscape and environmental variations in Indian subcontinent and   
their impact on the    making of India’s history.
 • Describe main features of prehistoric and proto-historic cultures.
• List the sources and evidence for reconstructing the history of Ancient India
• List the main tools made by prehistoric and proto- historic humans in India along  
with their find spots.
 • Interpret the prehistoric art and mortuary practices.
 • Discuss the beginning and the significance of food production.
• Analyse the factors responsible for the origins and decline of Harappan Civilization.
 • Discuss various aspects of society, economy, polity and religious practices that are
reflected in the Early Vedic and Later Vedic texts. 
• Describe the main features of the megalithic cultures of the Central India, Deccan 
and South India.

History of Medieval India in Semester II (Gupta period to1526)

• Critically assess the major debates among scholars about various changes that 
took place with the onset of early medieval period in India.



• Explain, in an interconnected manner, the processes of state formation, agrarian 
expansion, proliferation of caste and urban as well as commercial processes.
• Discuss the major currents of development in the cultural sphere, namely bhakti 
movement, Puranic Hinduism, Tantricism, architecture and art as well as the 
emergence of a number ‘regional’ languages.
• Discuss different kinds of sources available for writing histories of various aspects 
of life during the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries. 
• Critically evaluate the multiple perspectives from which historians have studied the 
politics, cultural developments and economic trends in India during the period of 
study. 
• Appreciate the ways in which technological changes, commercial developments 
and challenges to patriarchy by certain women shaped the times.

History Of India , Semster III (1526-1857)

• Critically evaluate major sources available in Persian and vernacular languages for 
the period under study
 • Compare, discuss and examine the varied scholarly perspectives on the issues of 
the establishment, consolidation and nature of the Mughal state.
 • Explain the changes and continuities in agrarian relations, land revenue regimes, 
Bhakti and Sufi traditions 
• Discuss how different means such as visual culture was used to articulate authority 
by the rulers 
• Discern the nuances of the process of state formation in the areas beyond the 
direct control of the Mughal state and Know the Rise of Maratha Power under Shiviji,
Emergence of Regional Power as well as the Rise of English East India Company in 
Bengal after the downfall of the Mughal Empire.
• Outline key developments of the 18th century in the Indian subcontinent.
• Explain the establishment of Company rule and important features of the early 
colonial regime.
 • Explain the peculiarities of evolving colonial institutions and their impact.
 • Elucidate the impact of colonial rule on the economy.
• Discuss the social churning on questions of tradition, reform, etc. during first 
century of British colonial rule.
 • Assess the issues of landed elite, and those of struggling peasants, tribals and 
artisans during the Company Raj.

Indian National Movement , Semster IV (1857-1947)

• Identify how different regional, religious, linguistic and gender identities developed 
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 
• Outline the social and economic facets of colonial India and their influence on the 
national movement.
 • Explain the various trends of anti-colonial struggles in colonial India.
• Analyse the complex developments leading to communal violence and Partition.
• Discuss the negotiations for independence, the key debates on the Constitution 
and need for socio-economic restructuring soon after independence.
• learn about the post war Developments of social, political, economic and cultural 
scenarios of India. 
•Analyse the Impact of colonialism and National Movement.



 •Know about the Indian Constitution and Consolidation as a Nation.
 •Analyse the Political developments in India since independence.

Rise of Modern World, Semster-V (HIST-302)

• Outline important changes that took place in Europe from the medieval period.
• Acquire an integrated approach to the study of economic, social, political and 
cultural developments in Europe. 
• Explain the processes by which major transitions unfolded in Europe’s economy, 
state forms, social structure and cultural life. Examine elements of early modernity in 
these spheres. 
• Critically analyse linkages between Europe’s state system and trade and empire.
• Explain major economic, social, political and intellectual developments in Europe 
during the 17th and 18th centuries. 
• Contextualize elements of modernity in these realms.
• Discuss the features of Europe's economy and origins of the Industrial Revolution.
 • Analyse the relationship between trade, empire, and slavery and industrial 
capitalism. Examine the divergence debate.

Modern World, Semster -VI (HIST-304)

• learn about the post war Developments of Trends in World Politics,
•Know the Challenges to the new European Order, Issue of Non-Alignment
movement after the end of the Cold War.
 •Know the Emergence of Terrorism, Issues and Challenges .
• Know India's Role in the Contemporary World.

HOD History                                                                                   Principal









 

Learning Outcomes of Mass Communication 

 

❖ Students will be able to gained Influential and effective communication ability to 

share thoughts, ideas and applied skills of communication in its various 

perspectives like written communication, speech communication etc. 

❖ Students will be able to apply basic and advanced human communication theories 

and models to academic and professional situations. 

❖ Students will be able to gained knowledge about the principles of communication 

and improve their communication skills. 

❖ Students will be able to improve their body language and posture. 

❖ Students will be able to understand the field of communication and the meaning 

& purpose of communication at the individual, group, and societal level. 

❖ Students will be able to made familiar with different writing skills (news writing. 

radio writing, television writing, script writing, media writing, social networking 

sites- Blog writing, You-tube, Face book page writing etc.) 

❖ Students will be able to write a variety of mass media products, including 

storyboard, shots list, news stories, article, feature, editorial, press releases etc. 

Students will be able to use different kind of editing effects in videos as well as 

audios. 

❖ Students will be able to understand about the different stages of production. 

❖ Students will be able to gained knowledge about camera handling and shooting 

with different types of shots, angles and movements. 

❖ Students will be able to understand lighting techniques for effective photography 

and videography. 

❖ Students will be able to produce various types of Production like Documentary 

films, Short films, News packages, Radio news, TV news, VOX-POP, Interviews, PTC 

etc. 

 

As above mentioned points are the learning outcomes for the students of mass 

communication. As in every year students learn so many different things. The 

department prepares students with the necessary skills to communicate visually, orally 

and through written documentation within the context demanded by the business, 

journalism, marketing, and public relations world. Mass Communication helps the 

student develop abilities of critical thinking. problem solving, conflict resolution, team 

building and public speaking. Students are also equipped with a solid ethical foundation 

and an understanding of diversity, interdependence, and cultural perspectives. 



COURSE OUTCOMES OF MASS COMMUNICATION 

Semester 

I/II/III/IV/V/VI 

All  Subject/Course Objective of teaching the 

subject/Outcome expected  

1st  Communication Principles (BAMV-101) In the first unit, students will 

learn in detail about the 

concept of communication, 

the barriers, elements etc. 

that hinder the entire 

process.  

  In the second unit, apart 

from verbal, non-verbal and 

visual communication, 

students will learn the types 

of communication including 

personal, interpersonal, 

group, public and mass 

communication. 

 

  In the third unit, students 

will learn about written and 

oral communication skills. 

Along with this, students 

will understand the 

importance of body 

language including facial 

expressions and facial 

postures. 

  In the fourth unit, 

communication formats and 

communication principles 

will be studied in depth to 

better understand the 

communication process. 

 

   

2nd Radio and Television in India (BAMV-

102) 

-In the first unit, students will 

learn the history & growth of 

Radio in India. 

- students will learn the role 

of Radio in development. 

- students will learn about the 

F.M. culture also. 

  In the second unit, students 

will learn the structure & 

function of All India Radio. 

- students will learn the 

Radio programming of 

National & special audience 

programme.  



students will learn about 

news service division.  

 

  -In the 3rd  unit, students will 

learn the history & growth of 

Television in India. 

- students will learn the role 

of television in development. 

- students will learn about the 

T.V. channels, structure, 

function & TRP.   

  In the 4th  unit, students will 

learn the T.V. programmes, 

like as soap opera, sitcome 

etc. 

- students will learn 

introduction of 

documentaries also. 

   

3rd  Writing for TV and Radio (BAMV-103)  -In the first unit, students 

will learn the origin, role, 

scope and principles of 

writing.  

- In the first unit, students 

will learn the style of news 

writing.  

  -In the second unit, students 

will learn the sources of 

news. 

- students will learn about 

the writing skills for Radio  

& TV.  

  -In the 3rd  unit, students will 

learn the script writing for 

different types of radio & 

TV programmes like as 

news, advertisements, story 

board etc.  

  -In the 4th  unit, students will 

learn the script writing for 

new media like as youtube, 

facebook, twitter, blogpost 

and linkdin etc.  

   

4th  Basics of Video Editing (BAMV-104)  -In the first unit, students 

will learn the types of 

cameras & their features.  

- students will learn the parts 

of cameras & it’s 

functioning.  



  -In the second unit, students 

will learn the various types 

of camera shots, angles, 

movements and it’s 

composition.  

  -In the 3rd unit, students will 

learn the basics knowledge 

of linear and none-linear 

editing. 

- students will learn the 

visual and sound effects.  

  -In the 4th unit, students will 

learn the editing techniques 

with different types of 

editing software. Like as 

adobe premier pro, final cut 

pro etc.   

   

5th  Radio and Television Production 

(BAMV-105)  

-In the first unit, students 

will learn the various stages 

of production. 

-students will know about 

the production team 

members and their role 

responsibilities.  

- students will learn the 

functioning of TV studio. 

  -In the second unit, students 

will learn the types of light.  

- students will learn the 

lighting techniques and 

problems.  

  -In the 3rd unit, students will 

learn the planning and 

production of programms in 

studio. 

- students will learn the floor 

management.  

- students will learn the 

shooting with single and 

multi-cameras. 

  -In the 4th unit, students will 

learn the basics of radio 

production. 

- students will learn the 

types of studio. 

- students will learn the role 

of microphone for recording.  



6th  Production Portfolio (BAMV-106) According to this subject 

students will prepare a 

documentary film.  

- students will prepare a 

minor production also.  

  According to this subject 

students will prepare minor 

productions, like as- 

- Piece to camera 

(PTC).,News package, 

Radio news bulletin, & will 

learn the process of writing 

press release also. 
 

 

 

 

 




































